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3rd National Conference
on
“Recent Trends in Information Technology 2014”
(NCRTIT2k14 on 22nd March 2014)

Registration form

1. Name:
2. Department:
3. Institution:
4. Address for correspondence with Email:
5. Ph:

Declaration

The information provided is true to the best of my knowledge. If selected, I agree to abide by the rules and regulations of the National Conference and shall attend the conference without fail. I also undertake the responsibility to inform the coordination in case, I am unable to attend the conference.

Date:
Place:
Signature of the applicant

Sponsorship Certificate.

Dr./Mr./Ms.………………………………………………
………………………………………is working in our institution/organization and is here by sponsored to participate in National Conference on “Recent Trends in Information Technology” on 22-03-2014 at Prasad V. Potluri Siddhartha Institute of Technology, Kanuru, Vijayawada-7.

Place:
Date:
Signature of the
Head of the Institution
(with seal)

Organized by

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Prasad V. Potluri Siddhartha Institute of Technology, Kanuru,
Vijayawada-7
(Autonomous)
(Affiliated to JNTU Kakinada,
NBA Accredited
and
ISO 9001:2008 Certified)
www.pvpsiddhartha.ac.in
Ph: 0866-2581699
ABOUT PVPST:
Prasad V. Potluri Siddhartha Institute of Technology, sponsored by Siddhartha Academy of General and Technical Education was established in the year 1998. It is affiliated to JNTU, Kakinada and the institution is accredited by NBA- AICTE. The institute aims to promote Quality Technical Education and create innovative, self initiative and skilled Engineers.

PVPST is situated in a calm and serene Environment at Kanuru, 6 km from the heart of the city, Vijayawada. The Institute offers under graduate programs in CSE, IT, ECE, EEE, ME, ECM, AE and CIVIL. It also offers masters program of M. Tech in CSE, ME, EEE, and ECE in addition to MCA and MBA.

ABOUT IT DEPARTMENT:
- Established in the year : 1998
- No. of computer systems : 110
- No. of servers : 2
- Computer labs : 10
- Campus wide Fiber Optic Networks with 1 Gbps back bone
- Digital Library IEEE/ASME e-journals through INDEST/AICTE consortium
- Internet : Leased line of 20 Mbps
- IIT & MIT Video Lectures
- Certificate courses for students IIIT-CIT, INFOSYS CC PROGRAM.
- 21 well qualified faculty

About the Conference
This National Conference on “Recent Trends in Information Technology 2014” (NCRTIT2k14) aims to provide and opportunity for academicians, researchers, scientists and industry experts engaged in teaching research and development of advances in computing to present and discuss ideas and share their views to solve the real world complex challenges in the following areas.

Call for papers:
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to the following:
- Computer Networking
- Grid Computing
- Cloud Computing and Applications
- Information Security and Management
- Social Networks
- Steganography and Digital Watermarking
- Web Services
- Green Computing
- Data mining and Data Warehousing
- Bio Informatics
- Image Processing

Instructions to Authors:
Original contributions of ongoing research works/outcomes are expected from Authors. Prospective author(s) are required to submit their research papers, both hard and soft copy in the format given below, not exceeding six pages including figures, tables, results and references

All the selected papers will be published in “International Journal of Computer Science and Information Technologies (IJCSIT)”. ISSN: 0975-9646, Impact Factor: 2.93.

Paper format Visit:  www.iijcsit.com

Send the paper through mail to ncrtit2k14@gmail.com.

The author should give the address for correspondences including contact numbers and Email address. Selected papers should be presented by, at least one of its authors, to be eligible for publication.

Eligibility:
Faculty members form AICTE approved Engineering and Polytechnics colleges with Information Technology, Computer science Engineering and Communication Technology background are invited to participate.

Important Dates:
- Last date for submission : 15.03.14
- Intimation of acceptance : 17.03.14
- Camera ready paper : 18.03.14
- Date of conference : 22.03.14

Registration Fees:
- PG Students, Faculty & Research Scholars (for CSI Members) : Rs 1000/-
- Non CSI Members : Rs 1200/-
- Participation only : Rs 200/-

Registration fee should be paid Cash/DD in favor of “The Principal, PVP Siddhartha Institute of Technology” along with Registration forms on or before 20th March 2014.